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Palm Springs, California
Take in the Old Hollywood glamour of this vacation destination 

The term "laid-back glamour" best describes Palm Springs, Calif. Nestled in Coachella Valley,
vacationers young and old appreciate its many upscale offerings.
 
Stay at Willows Historic Palm
Springs Inn
This luxurious
Mediterranean-style mansion
was built in the 1920s to host
the Hollywood rich and famous.
The inn now serves as a small
bed-and-breakfast for those who
want opulent privacy within
walking distance of all Palms
Springs has to offer. For a
romantic getaway, opt for the
Library Room with its
dark-cherry coffered ceiling and
hand-carved fireplace adjacent
a king-size bed, as well as its
secluded garden patio. All
rooms include a three-course
gourmet breakfast for two,
evening wine and hors
d’oeuvres, and evening
turndown service. Visit www.thewillowspalmsprings.com for more information.
 
Eat at Copley's on Palm Canyon
Dine on the innovative cuisine of chef Manion Copley at this restaurant. The menu of American
cuisine infused with traces of tropical and European flavors features dishes such as the Herb-Crusted
Colorado Rack of Lamb and one of Copley’s most popular plates, the Oh My Lobster Pot Pie. Tables
are available inside the house and under the stars in the garden. Visit www.copleyspalmsprings.com
for more information and reservations.
 
Play at Indian Canyons Golf Resort North Course
Continue your historical brushes with fame by hitting the links where Frank Sinatra once did. The
legendary crooner played the first invitational on this resort’s public North Course, which features the
famous Disney fountain set into one of its water hazards; Walt Disney once owned several
mid-century homes on the course. Schedule your tee time so that you can enjoy Sunday champagne
brunch afterward at the elaborate North Course Restaurant. Visit www.indiancanyonsgolf.com for
more information and reservations.
 
Relax at Spa La Quinta
Just a short drive from Palm Springs, the spa at La Quinta Resort & Club proves worth the trip. The
peaceful sanctuary nestled next to the Santa Rosa Mountains offers therapeutic treatments for adults
and kids alike, and even for the four-legged members of your family. Be sure to book an al fresco



water therapy treatment, which allows you to find solitude in a private garden tub. Visit
www.laquintaresort.com for more information and reservations.
 
Shop at Modernway
The Palm Springs area is known for its mid-century architecture and furniture design, and this store
offering the best of the high-end ‘50s furnishings. Whether you need items for your home or simply
love to window-shop the era, odds are more than a few Eames chairs will be waiting for you. Visit
www.psmodernway.com for more information.
 
Plan your trip to Palm Springs for before the end of April. After that, temperatures begin to rise, with
summer months seeing triple digits.
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Internet Banking and Security
There’s more to managing your money than paying bills online.

With the advent of banking technology, banks are offering you more than just brick and mortar
branches. There is good reason for it. Online banking, which has been around since around the late
nineties, has been adopted fairly quickly. Even though it is great to help you manage your money,
Internet Banking is so much more. It protects your money if you utilize it.

Verify your transactions.
The best way to verify that approved transactions are being posted to your account is to log on to
Internet Banking once (twice) per day. Many people feel that because they have an Internet Banking
account they no longer need to keep records in a checkbook register. Not true.  How would one verify
that a transaction was posted to an account if there was no record of it?  With all the checkbook apps
out there you no longer need to keep a paper register, but you still need something to track your
balance and transactions. This way, when you do check off cleared transactions, you have peace of
mind knowing that no one has unauthorized access to your account. Banks do not know if a
transaction was unauthorized, so you need to notify Avidia immediately if you catch a transaction that
you didn’t initiate. Internet banking is a sure fire way to monitor your account daily.

Statements and record-keeping.
You have probably heard “Go green with e-Statements” everywhere, from every business you pay
bills to.  It’s not only “green” to use electronic statements, but it’s also safe. You no longer have your
account number easily accessible to identity thieves who steal from mailboxes. Even if your account
number was no longer located on your statement, thieves can view stores which you frequently buy
goods from and in turn they become familiar with your spending habits. Keeping your account
statements online offers another layer of protection for your information.

Avidia Alerts.
Internet Banking offers a multitude of alerts for you to use to keep you posted on possible fraudulent
activity on your debit card, deposit account, and more. Located in the Customer Service Tab on top,
the “Manage Alerts” link takes you to all the alerts that you can create.  Alerts include: Out of state
transactions on your debit card, User ID changes to your Internet Banking Account, Low Balance on
your checking account and a LOT more. Depending on the alert, you can have the notification sent to
you via text message or email.

Bill Pay keeps your account number private!
And finally, using Bill Pay prevents others from viewing your account number.  You no longer have to
write out a check that contains the bank’s routing number and your account number, send it in the
mail and have it intercepted by a thief. Sending payments electronically, directly to the payee, keeps
account information safe and secure, as well as the information of the payee.
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ATMs, Not just for cash.
Coupons at Avidia ATMs make the trip worthwhile.

Current ATM Coupon Offers:
These offers will be available at our ATM locations through March 31, 2013 and will not expire until
April 30, 2013.

Main Office, 42 Main St, Hudson:
•    J and S Hair $5.00 off (new customer only)
•    Polished day spa $10.00 off a regular massage
•    Wright Jewelers Free cleaning and diamond check
•    TC Landos $4.00 off $25.00 or more
•    Slater’s Pizza $2.00 off a large pizza

221 Washington St, Hudson:
•    Serendipity $5.00 off $15.00 or more
•    Central Street Market 1LB wings on Friday with purchase
•    TC Landos $4.00 off $25.00 or more
•    Gariepy Furniture  Free Delivery (Walk-Up ATM only)
•    School House Pub (drive-up ATM only) free dessert
•    Slater Pizza (drive-up ATM only) See Main office
•    Lancaster Marketplace Buy one admission get one Free

256 Maple St, Marlborough:
•    Mega Watt- 25.00 on a remote car starter $299 and up
•    GL Auto $10.00 off any service
•    TC Landos $4.00 off $25.00 or more
•    Old School House Pub free dessert
•    Therapeutic massage $22.50 for neck and shoulder massage 30 min.  New customer only

1073 Main St, Clinton:
•    Clinton Tire Repair $12.99 oil change
•    Union Sports Hub $5.00 off one hour cage rental
•    R and S excavating 10% off
•   TC Landos $4.00 off $25.00 or more
•    Fat Boys  Free OJ

470 Lancaster St, Leominster:
•    R and S excavating 10% off
•    Classic Photography $10.00 off $100.00 or more
•    Timothy Galleger 20% custom orthotics
•    TC Landos $4.00 off $25.00 or more
•    Union Sports Hub $5.00 off one hour cage rental

100 East Main St, Westborough:
•    Mayuri $10.00 off 40.00 dinner only
•    Honey Dew $1.00 off any 3.00 order



•    Knights Airports Limo 10% discount when booking online
•    Nu Styles by Nicole Wash Cut and style $30.00
•    Inspiring solutions 15% off a color consultation

33 West Main St, Westborough
•    Grafton Inn $5.00 off $25.00
•    Mulligan’s Tavern $5.00 off any entrée
•    Car Wash and Detailing of Westborough $5.00 off
•    Honey Dew $1.00 off any 3.00 order
•    Westborough Automotive $10.00 Off oil change

53 West Main St, Northborough
•    East Main Auto Oil change $39.95
•    Great American Cleaners $2.50 off a $20.00 order
•    Northborough BP $5.00 off an oil change
•    Old School House Pub free dessert
•    Therapeutic massage $22.50 for neck and shoulder massage 30 min.  New customer only

23 Maple Ave, Shrewsbury
•    Resolution Body works various discounts
•    Steak Loft $5.00 off $25.00 or more
•    Shrewsbury Chiropractic 50% off first visit
•    Barry Brothers Landscaping 10% off seasonal landscaping
•    All lines appliance 15% off a service call
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Federal Checks Will Soon Go Direct
The deadline for setting up electronic payments for federal checks
is approaching

If you are receiving checks by mail for VA, Social Security, other federal benefits or nontax payments,
you should know that you will soon be required to switch to electronic payments. The U.S. Department
of the Treasury is mandating that this change take place before March 1, 2013. People applying for
new benefits will need to use e-payments from the get-go, so it is important to learn what they entail
before applying.
 
The small hassle of switching to electronic payments is far outweighed by the benefits. People
receiving e-payments will quickly see just how convenient and helpful they are.
 
“Electronic payments are safer and more convenient than paper checks, and give you more control of
your money,” according to the website Go Direct.
 
“You don’t have to worry about
your check being lost or stolen, and
your money is available
immediately on your payment
date,” says Michael J. Astrue,
commissioner of Social Security,
who also highlights the benefits of
not having to wait by the mailbox
for your check to arrive.
 
Although the switch is mandatory
for everyone except some people
over 90 and in remote areas, you
have a choice regarding the way in
which you receive the payments.
For many people, the most
convenient option will be to have
money directly deposited to an
account at a bank or credit union.
The second option is to have the
money applied to your Direct Express Debit MasterCard.
 
One important thing to note is that if you have not signed up for e-payments by the deadline, the Direct
Express card may be chosen for you and mailed to your address. It is important, therefore, to apply on
time if you prefer your checks deposited into your bank account. Basic use of the card is free of
overdraft, monthly and opening fees. There are a few small fees for optional services, according to the
Ledger.

 
This new system will also benefit the government, with savings that get passed on to taxpayers.
 
“Electronic payments also will provide significant savings to American taxpayers who will no longer
incur the $120 million a year price tag associated with paper checks and save $1 billion over the next



ten years,” according to a Social Security press release. “Eliminating paper checks also will provide
positive benefits to the environment, saving 12 million pounds of paper in the first five years alone.”
 
Safety, convenience, speed and environmental friendliness – switching to electronic payments is a
great move. A simple phone call or online application will save you the repeat hassle of making
constant mailbox visits, keeping track of your checks and making frequent trips to the bank.
Furthermore, you won’t have to worry that someone will steal your check from your mailbox. Direct
electronic payments are a win for everyone. Information on making the switch online or by phone can
be found at the Go Direct website: http://www.godirect.org/.
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The Brave New World of Apps for Saving and
Budgeting
Programs for handheld devices and desktops are more
user-friendly than ever

The importance of budgeting and saving money never changes, but the methods for doing so are
always evolving. The growing availability and widening range of apps and online programs for
handheld devices, tablets, laptops and PCs provide something for everyone – everyone who wants to
develop a sound financial future, that is.
 
The Forbes Lifetime Financial Planning app
 
According to Forbes magazine, the Forbes Lifetime Financial Planning app “focuses on your living
standards and spending so that you can live comfortably now while saving for retirement.”
 
To do so, this app generates current and lifetime financial snapshots to help users better understand
their financial status, both present and future. Additionally, the app features a calculator that can help
users make lifestyle decisions by demonstrating how various changes – new jobs, retirement, raising
children – would affect one’s budget.
 
Cost: Free
 
Usability: iOS 4.3 or later
 
Mint
 
What began as a free online
program is now also a free app,
and the experts laud its ability to
help consumers track their
spending across multiple accounts.
 
At Mint.com, and through the Mint
smartphone app, users can safely
monitor all their checking and
savings accounts, loans, and more.
 
“Mint will put all of the information
in a very user friendly fashion so
that you, the consumer, can
manage all of your finances with
just a glimpse of your computer
screen,” explains
GoodFinancialCents.com. “Now
the great part about Mint is you
can access this info on the move
through your Mint app on your phone, so next time you’re standing in line debating on whether to use



a check card or credit, you can turn to Mint for the proper solution.”
 
Cost: Free
 
Usability: iOS and Android
 
SplashMoney
 
While SplashMoney’s version of a financial planning app costs money, paying for it might be
worthwhile due to its ability to set a budget and analyze spending with online charts.
 
According to StartUpChimp.com, SplashMoney is “one of the most amazing apps…It’s easy to use
and acts as your Personal Finance Manager. It is designed to help you monitor your finances on the
go, and takes a different approach, and is desktop independent!”
 
Cost: $4.99
 
Usability: iPhone, Mac OS and Windows
 
HelloWallet
 
Users of HelloWallet might think of the service as a friend performing an intervention. Employing GPS
technology, HelloWallet recognizes when a user has entered a particular kind of store – a clothing
store or a café, for example – and then automatically generates information about the user’s past
spending on the type of product sold in that store, as well as the person’s overall budget at the
moment.
 
As reported by the Wall Street Journal, HelloWallet user Adam Zuckerman became aware of the
$40-$50 he was spending on coffee a week – and then promptly stopped.
 
"I completely cut myself off for a whole month," he told the Journal, which noted that Zuckerman “now
allows himself three or four cups of store-bought coffee each week” but normally drinks the coffee
provided for free at work.
 
Cost: $8.95 per month
 
Usability: Android, iOS and desktops
 
Stickk.com
 
If simply being told about one’s budget and spending habits isn’t enough, Stickk.com gives users the
option of signing a contract that applies to any aspect of their lives, including not just finances but also
exercise and other habits.
 
“Some 30% of the site’s more than 150,000 users elect to pay a financial penalty – often, in the form
of a donation to a friend or even to an organization whose views they oppose – in the event they fall
short of their goals,” notes the Wall Street Journal.
 
How does it work? When a goal is set, users have the option of committing money to it. If they fall
short of that goal, Stickk.com transfers a customizable dollar amount to a friend’s bank account or a
charitable organization.
 
Cost: Free
 
Usability: Online
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Start Planning Your Estate Today
Tips on how to plan your estate at any age

Regardless of how old you are or how big your estate is, it’s never too late (or too early, for that
matter) to start your estate planning. While it’s not enjoyable to think about what would happen to your
assets in the event of your death, it’s an important matter to address.
 
“An effective estate plan is necessary if you want to make sure that the right parties inherit
your assets,” according to Forbes.com.
 
The National Association of Estate
Planners & Councils notes that
more than 120 million Americans
don’t have up-to-date estate plans
in place to protect themselves and
their family members in the event
of their death. Planning out your
estate can be one of the most
important details you can take care
of for your loved ones because it
gives them clear direction on what
action to take if you become ill and
also gives them specific details
regarding your wishes for when you
pass away. Your will also is used to
name a guardian for your minor
children. When considering
guardians make sure you consider
who will raise your children and
make sure you ask them in
advance if they are willing to accept such a responsibility. Also consider if your children would have to
move away from their school and their friends if something were to happen to you.
 
Details that go into planning your estate include preparing a will, delineating how you would like your
assets to be distributed and more. Failing to do these things will make dividing up your estate much
more difficult for your beneficiaries when the time comes. Here are some tips to consider when
starting these tasks:

Preparing your will: If you don’t prepare a will for your assets, the law will determine who will
inherit your assets. Items to add to your will include nonfinancial assets that you would like to
be given to certain beneficiaries, such as cars, jewelry or other household items.
Allocating your assets: If you plan to allocate your assets to pay for specific expenses, it may
be necessary to create a trust that includes these provisions. An example would be earmarking
a special amount to cover your child’s college expenses.
Minimizing income and estate taxes: You can help minimize the amount your beneficiaries
may owe in income and estate taxes on the amounts they inherit by using tax-efficient
strategies. An example would be to leave taxable assets to charities and leave tax-free assets,
such as Roth retirement accounts, after-tax savings and life insurance, to your beneficiaries.
Another way to reduce your taxable estate would be by gifting amounts to your beneficiaries



Another way to reduce your taxable estate would be by gifting amounts to your beneficiaries
while you’re still alive; the gifts would be nontaxable if they were under a certain amount for
each individual.

AARP.org notes that there are three specific documents you will need to draw up; these documents
are often referred to as advance directives. They are a living will, a health care power of attorney and
a letter of instruction. These documents should be reviewed every few years so that they can be
adjusted as life changes occur, including the birth of grandchildren, a divorce, etc.
 
Living will – In addition to delineating who will receive your assets, you should also specify for both
medical professionals and your family any medical treatment you want to receive or refuse.
 
Health care power of attorney – This delegates another individual – spouse, trusted family member
or close friend – to make health care decisions for you in the event that you cannot make them
yourself. You may have also heard the phrase “durable power of attorney,” but that person can control
only financial matters.
 
Letter of instruction – This should include any special requests you would like to see carried out in
the event of your death, including plans for a funeral and names of individuals to contact. You should
include important phone numbers for your place of employment and your insurance agent.
 
Additional details you will need to address include assigning a qualified executor who will pay your
debts and distribute your assets and making sure your family members know where to find your
advance directives.
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Five SUV Alternatives
Fuel efficiency and driving dynamics in vehicles that don’t sacrifice
cargo space

The car-buying public often dreams of the versatility, all-terrain capabilities, seating and cargo space
afforded by sport utility vehicles but can also be made skittish by the poor fuel economy and perhaps
even the sheer size of SUVs. As several new crossovers, sport utility wagons and even vans
demonstrate, however, the car-buying public may just be able to have its cake and eat it too.
 
This month, therefore, we highlight five alternatives to the SUV. Here are five pictures of versatility,
some well-known to consumers and others still considered hidden gems.
 
Subaru Outback
 
When it comes to SUV alternatives, the Subaru Outback is the genuine article. In fact, it might be the
first.
 
“Though it was originally promoted as the ‘world’s first sport utility wagon,’ the 2013 Subaru Outback
is more SUV than wagon, and that’s a good thing,” says the website KBB.com. “It’s as spacious and
capable as a conventional mid-size SUV, but delivers the fuel efficiency and driving characteristics of
a sedan.”
 
What makes the 2013 Outback (MSRP: $23,495) capable? For one thing, it can handle tough terrain
with style. Also, it’s one of the safest vehicles on the road today.
 
“Few vehicles on the market can equal the Subaru Outback’s ability to conquer tough terrain while
simultaneously delivering car-like fuel economy,” KBB.com adds. “Safety buffs will appreciate its
perfect crash test marks and the availability of the segment-exclusive EyeSight driver assistance
system.”
 
Nissan Murano
 
With SUV capabilities complemented by sports car styling, the 2013 Murano (MSRP: $29,960)
provides oodles of space, offers impressive fuel economy and, amazingly, is also available as a
convertible – the CrossCabriolet.
 
“The Murano continues to buck the blocky-SUV trend in favor of a rounded, organic shape,” explains
KBB.com. “As it has from the start, this five-passenger carryall uses a continuously variable
transmission (CVT), a setup that tends to offer better fuel economy than traditional automatics.”
 
As for the convertible option, you are sure to make an impression in this unique vehicle, according to
KBB.com. “If you take the plunge on a CrossCabriolet version, well, let’s just say that you’ll stand out.”
 
Toyota Venza
 
Noting the spacious interior, powerful and efficient engine options, pleasant ride, and innovative
storage capabilities of the 2012 Toyota Venza, Edmunds.com calls it “well-equipped” with features
and amenities and defines the vehicle as “very American – designed for comfort, utility and ease of



driving.”
 
Indeed, typical of Toyota vehicles everywhere, the 2013 Venza (MSRP: $27,700) is characterized by
comfort, safety and convenience. Toyota’s STAR Safety System is standard; the center console
compartment is equipped with a USB port, auxiliary audio jack and 12-volt power outlet and includes
iPod/MP3 holders; and interior storage is further complemented by a total of 10 front and rear
beverage holders.
 
The Venza also trumps the average SUV in the fuel economy department, as the four-cylinder engine
option delivers an EPA-rated 21 mpg city and 27 mpg highway, while the V6 yields 19 mpg city and 26
mpg highway.
 
MINI Clubvan
 
SUVs and vans offer cargo and seating space but not much in the way of driving dynamics, and the
MINI Clubvan sets out to change that. A new vehicle in the MINI fleet, the Clubvan offers “modest
hauling capabilities without compromising enjoyment behind the wheel,” says Car and Driver.
 
“Powering the wheeled embodiment of these dichotomous concepts is Mini’s 1.6-liter four-cylinder
producing 121 hp and 114 lb-ft of torque,” according to the magazine. “Coupled with a standard
six-speed manual (a six-speed auto is optional), the Italian Job-jobber will march from zero to 60 in
an estimated 9.8 seconds on its way to a top speed of 124 mph.”
 
Expected to be marketed in part to small-business owners, the Clubvan offers lockdown capabilities
for fragile cargo via six tie-down hooks, in addition to a partition made of stainless-steel mesh and
aluminum. And for goods that require a charge, the cargo hold is equipped with 12-volt sockets.
 
Ford Transit Connect
 
Also built with active families and
small businesses in mind, the 2013
Ford Transit Connect (MSRP:
$22,265) is affordable at the time of
purchase, is economical to operate
and, of course, is a cargo-carrying
superstar. In fact, one look at the
Transit Connect brings the word
“roominess” to mind.
 
“Although not offering stand-up
headroom, the Transit Connect’s
upright and open architecture
provides a convenient work station
for the tradesman,” KBB.com
explains. “And if your activity is
recreational, the Transit Connect’s
small-box profile works beautifully
as a fully functional base camp.”
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Boosting your Health with Supplements 
Avoid potential risks when using natural remedies

Many Americans looking for a health boost are seeking out supplements. Whether they’re herbal
remedies or vitamins, supplements offer a mixed bag. In some cases they have proven benefits — in
other instances the science behind them is murky at best. In the worst cases they can even be
dangerous, putting people at risk for health complications, according to the National Institutes of
Health’s National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM).
 
Some 6,300 people report that they are harmed by supplements each year, according to Consumer
Reports.
 
What does this mean for you? It
means you need to be a careful
consumer and do your
homework to reap the benefits
offered by supplements and
avoid potential harms. Below
are some tips and tricks to make
sure that pill you take each
morning isn’t poisoning your
efforts to get healthy.
 
Numerous supplement
options
A 2007 government survey
showed that nearly 20 percent
of adults in the United States
reported using “natural
products,” in the past year,
according to NCCAM. Following
are some of the most common:

Fish oil/omega 3/DHA supplements, which NCCAM officials say many people take in an effort
to prevent heart disease and to treat other ailments. According to NCCAM, while these
supplements are safe for most people, scientific evidence has yet to prove these supplements
meet that goal.
Glucosamine, a supplement commonly used to treat the symptoms of osteoarthritis. According
to NCCAM, researchers have found that people taking the supplement during a clinical trial
experienced statistically significant pain relief.
Echinacea, which is used as a remedy for the common cold. However, researchers have found
that the supplement may not live up to its promise when it comes to helping you get over the
sniffles any faster than other treatments, according to the NCCAM.
Flaxseed, a commonly used supplement that some people claim not only works as a laxative,
but may ease the symptoms of arthritis and tackle everything from hot flashes and breast pain
to high cholesterol and certain cancers. So far researchers have shown that flaxseed is a
laxative, and may help reduce cholesterol in some populations, particularly women. The jury is
still out on whether it is effective in other instances, according to NCCAM.



Vitamin supplements
In addition to herbal supplements, Americans are also popping vitamins regularly, from multivitamins
to single pills in an alphabet soup of A, B, C, D and E, according to Consumer Reports.
 
So are all these supplements doing any good?
 
When it comes to vitamins, Consumer Reports says many Americans are taking more than they need,
and that many people get enough nutrients from their food without the pills.
 
The best way to find out if you need a supplement is to talk to your doctor, says NCCAM. It’s also wise
to look at the government resources on supplements that are now available. For example, the
NCCAM website allows you to look up specific supplements and see all the research on the safety
and effectiveness of various products.
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Best Tom Cruise Movies of All-Time
One of America's favorite actors never fails to please

As one of the most popular actors to ever grace the big screen, the charismatic and talented Tom
Cruise has spent decades as a major box office draw. Many have seen all of his films, which are often
considered "box office gold" due to their mass appeal in theaters worldwide. However, if you have not,
you may want to tackle this list of his most memorable roles.
 
Top Gun (1986)
Rating: PG
Although it may not represent
Cruise at the pinnacle of his
acting prowess, Top Gun 
definitely is Cruise's most iconic
film. As the movie that made
him wildly popular with both
male and female moviegoers,
this film, which also featured Val
Kilmer and Kelly McGillis, is on
the favorite nostalgic film list of
many. Set at an elite school for
fighter pilots, this movie has it
all: great flight scenes,
romance, and an outstanding
soundtrack.
 
Rain Man (1988)
Rating: R (for content and
language)
Considered by many to be one of Tom Cruise's finest displays of acting, Rain Man is the story of an
amazing man and his supportive brother. Dustin Hoffman plays an autistic savant with a unique mix of
disability and genius. As his brother and caretaker, Cruise showed moviegoers a deeper dimension of
his abilities.
 
Mission: Impossible (1996)
Rating: PG-13
Beloved by guys the world over, Mission: Impossible gave Cruise the opportunity to join the ranks of
the most memorable spy heroes of cinema. Filled with suspense, this film also stars Jon Voight. It was
followed up by Mission: Impossible II (2000) and Mission: Impossible III (2006), which were also hits at
the box office.
 
Jerry Maguire (1996)
Rating: R (for content and language)
No one who has seen Jerry Maguire can forget Renee Zellweger's character delivering this now
famous line: "You had me at hello." As Cruise's most memorable romance film, Jerry Maguire 
features a romance imbedded in a sports film; there is no better date movie for a Tom Cruise fan.
 
Born on the Fourth of July (1989)



Rating: R (for content and language)
As one of Tom Cruise's more serious films, Born on the Fourth of July takes on questions connected
to the morality of war and attempts to portray one man's experience with it. Few who have seen
Cruise in this movie can go away unaffected by his performance. Also starring Willem Dafoe and Kyra
Sedgwick, this serious Oliver Stone creation is a must-see for any Cruise fan.
 
This is just a small sampling of Cruise's work on the big screen. As one of the highest paid and most
beloved actors in the history of cinema, there are many Cruise movies to choose from. It does not
matter what your taste is, because there is little doubt that this performer has starred in at least one
movie that you are sure to enjoy.
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What Is Your Carbon Footprint?
Discover how your daily actions create an effect on the environment

Almost everything you do has an impact on the world around you. Whether it is a small or large
action, how you live your life adds up to produce your overall carbon footprint (your total effect on the
environment).
 
How can you determine your carbon footprint? Evaluate the following list and give yourself one point
for each item for which you
currently participate.
 
Home Recycling
Do you participate in home
recycling? Give yourself one
point for each item you recycle:

Newspapers and other
paper
Aluminum cans and foil
Glass bottles
Tin cans
Plastic containers
Plastic bags

Shopping and Purchasing
Are you eco-conscious when
you shop? Give yourself one
point for each action in which
you participate:

Bring your own bags to the store
Buy items with less packaging
Purchase goods made from recycled materials
Buy clothes made from natural fibers
Choose foods that do not have chemicals
Avoid buying unnecessary goods
Re-use and repurpose worn items

Eating and Dining
Are you conscious of what you are eating and where your food comes from? Give yourself one point
for each action:

Participate in a vegetarian or vegan lifestyle
Purchase items from local farmers
Choose products grown with little or no pesticides
Grow your own food
Limit meat products

Energy Efficiency
How much do you conserve energy? Give yourself one point for each action:



Keep electricity use to a minimum
Turn down the thermostat in winter and turn it up in summer
Use alternative sources of energy 

Transportation
How do you get around? Give yourself one point for each action:

Choose not to own a car
Ride your bicycle or walk to your destinations when possible
Use public transportation
Carpool with coworkers
Combine errands to reduce the time you must use your vehicle

In Your Spare Time
What do you do for vacations and fun? Give yourself one point for each action you take:

Stay close to home and explore local venues
Walk local hiking trails (and help by picking up litter along the way)
Use a tent, rather than a camper
Take reusable items (plates, cups, silverware) on picnics

What It Means
Add up all your points. There are 30 points in all. Did you get at least 20 points? If not, don’t be
discouraged. According to the website www.conservation.org, every change you make can make a
difference, no matter how small it seems.
 
To change your carbon footprint, consider setting environmental goals. Look at the above list and note
what actions you are currently not participating in but could easily change. Set an annual goal to cut
your carbon footprint in half by concentrating on the daily actions you can change. Some of the
easiest changes to make in your life include your shopping habits. What items can you purchase
locally? Hop on your bike, grab your shopping bag, and visit your local gardeners, farms and farmers
and get to know the people who grow and sell food in your area. Not only will you help your local
economy, but you’ll have less impact on the environment and be eating healthier as well.
 
It may not be possible to lead a life entirely devoted to eco-consciousness. However, each little
change does make a difference and can lead to a larger impact in the world around you.
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